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Abstract

The natural occurrence of small scale structures and the extreme

anisotropy in the evolution of a magnetic �eld embedded in a conducting

ow is interpreted in terms of the properties of the local Lyapunov exponents

along the various local characteristic (un)stable directions for the Lagrangian

ow trajectories. The local Lyapunov exponents and the characteristic direc-

tions are functions of Lagrangian coordinates and time, which are completely

determined once the ow �eld is speci�ed. The characteristic directions that

are associated with the spatial anisotropy of the problem, are prescribed in

both Lagrangian and Eulerian frames. Coordinate transformation techniques

are employed to relate the spatial distributions of the magnetic �eld, the in-

duced current density, and the Lorentz force, which are usually followed in

Eulerian frame, to those of the local Lyapunov exponents, which are naturally

de�ned in Lagrangian coordinates.

PACS numbers: 05.60.+w, 05.45.+b, 52.55.Dy, 47.10.+g
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I. INTRODUCTION

Under the usual assumptions that the displacement current is negligible and the plasma

obeys the generalized Ohm's law E + v � B = �j; the evolution of a magnetic �eld in a

plasma ow is described by the induction equation [1],

@B

@t
= r� v�B+

�

�0
r2B; (1)

where v(x; t) is the ow �eld of a plasma with resistivity �; and �0 is the permeability of free

space. The solution to this equation for a given ow �eld would provide an answer to the

kinematic dynamo problem and further constrain the self-consistent magnetohydrodynamic

(MHD) dynamo theory. The Ohmic heating of a plasma (�j2; with j = r�B) can also be

understood from the solution to this equation.

Traditional [2] and helicity conserving [3{5] dynamo theories presume a turbulent back-

ground conducting ow. A two scale approach [6] is applied, which decomposes the ow

�eld and the magnetic �eld into a mean and a uctuating component. A quasi-linear ap-

proximation then gives rise to an analytic closed form for the time evolution of the mean

�eld, the so-called �-� turbulent dynamo theory. If the mean �eld of the ow velocity is

spatially nonuniform, like the di�erential rotation envisioned on the sun, another e�ect, the

so-called 
 term, presents and plays the role of converting a poloidal �eld into a toroidal

one.

Phenomenologically speaking, the build-up of a large scale magnetic �eld by dynamo

action corresponds to stretching the magnetic ux tubes and piling them up in a non-

cancellating manner. This was pictorially illustrated by Alfv�en's twist model [7]. The

condition for exponential magnetic �eld growth in the dissipationless limit is made rigorous

mathematically by the criteria that the ow has chaotic Lagrangian trajectories, a point

that was �rst made precise by Arnold, et al [8]. The so-called chaotic dynamo has since

then received much attention and attempted by many authors (for a list, see reference [9]).

There are a number of aspects that distinguish a chaotic dynamo from a turbulent one.

First, although turbulent ows generally have chaotic Lagrangian trajectories, chaotic ows
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need not be turbulent. Smooth laminar ows with velocity �eld of the spatial scale of the

system size are well-known to have chaotic or non-integrable trajectories. By an analog

to a theorem in Hamiltonian mechanics, it is indeed an exceptional case for a divergence-

free Laminar ow to be integrable. Second, the shift of emphasis to smooth laminar ow

precludes the two-scale analysis like the one in the �-� turbulent dynamo theory. On

the other hand, the well-behaveness of the ow �eld allows some rigorous results in the

dissipationless limit for a general ow, the so-called Cauchy solution. The connection to

dynamical system theory provides a new set of tools to characterize the problem [9].

The chaotic and turbulent dynamo theories share a common challenge that complicates

a fundamental understanding of the problem, which is the natural concentration of magnetic

energy growth in small scale �elds. In the �-� turbulent dynamo theory, this e�ect comes in

by imposing a much shorter time for the range of validity of the theory than what originally

had been hoped [10]. The reason is that the small scale uctuating �eld reaches energy

equipartition with the ow much earlier than the mean �eld [11]. In other words, it manifests

itself as a violation of the (quasi-linear) approximation. In the chaotic dynamo problem,

no approximation was made but one faces even more obvious diÆculties. For example, the

eigenmode expansion series for the magnetic �eld in the case of a perfectly conducting chaotic

divergence-free ow, diverges at the high wave-number end of the spectrum at large time,

an example of the so-called `ultra-violet' catastrophe. A �nite resistivity would in principle

provide a cut-o� for this `ultra-violet' divergence. A straightforward scaling argument shows

that the smallest structure, or the inverse of the largest wave-vector of the cut-o� eigenmode,

scales as R�1=2m ; with Rm � �0LV=� the magnetic Reynolds number (L is the characteristic

spatial scale, V is the typical ow speed, and � is the resistivity). In astrophysical situations

where the dynamo theory is primarily applied, the magnetic Reynolds number is of the order

108 or higher. Just like the fully-developed uid turbulence problem, it is still beyond the

reach of a direct numerical simulation.

The causes of small scale structures in a turbulent dynamo and a chaotic one appear to

be di�erent. In a turbulent dynamo, the small scale structures for the magnetic �eld are
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usually said to be associated with the small scale structures of the uctuating ow velocity

�eld. This is certainly not a viable explanation for a chaotic dynamo in which the ow

�eld can be laminar and possesses a spatial scale comparable to system size. Instead the

�ne structures and the extreme anisotropies are entirely determined by the kinematics of

the ow trajectories. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate how the complicated spatial

structures in the magnetic �eld evolution can be understood in terms of the �nite time

Lyapunov exponent that describes the behavior of neighboring points in a chaotic ow.

The basic features can be illustrated by following the relative motion between two nearby

ow elements in an ideal evolution, i.e. the frozen ux limit. By de�nition, in a chaotic ow,

neighboring ow elements generally separate exponentially apart in time. If the two ow

elements align perfectly along the so-called stable direction, they would actually converge

exponentially in time. The conjugacy of exponential convergence and divergence can be

trivially explained in a divergence-free ow. It actually holds true for any ow as long as

the divergence of the ow �eld does not diverge exponentially. If the initial �elds carried by

the ow elements are di�erent, exponential convergence implies an exponentially increasing

gradient of the magnetic �eld, which is equivalent to an exponential reduction of the spatial

scale of the magnetic �eld along the stable direction. Similarly along the unstable direction,

exponential divergence would imply that the �eld would be smoothed out and develop an

exponentially increasing spatial scale (We will show later this actually does not happen in a

typical ow due to the spatial anisotropies of the local Lyapunov exponents). The so-called

coordinate contraction (dilation) e�ect is one of the two ways to signi�cantly alter the spatial

scales of the magnetic �eld and the current density distribution in a chaotic ow. The other

e�ect is the so-called di�erential growth.

The ow elements, while undergo a relative motion, are simultaneously distorted by

the ow motion. In a chaotic ow, initial blobs would be stretched into thin stripes. The

frozen ux is therefore squeezed and gives rise to an exponential growth of the magnetic

�eld strength. The growth rate of the �eld is also given by the local Lyapunov exponent.

Since the local Lyapunov exponent is a function of position (where the �ducial Lagrangian
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trajectory starts) and time (how long the �ducial trajectory is traced). The spatial variation

of the local Lyapunov exponent, more speci�cally the time dependence of the spatial gradient

of the local Lyapunov exponent, plays an equally, if not more important role, in determining

the �eld structure and current distribution. Along the unstable direction, the local Lyapunov

exponent varies wildly, di�erential growth dominates coordinate dilation, and leads to an

algebraic variation of the �eld spatial scales. In the stable direction, the local Lyapunov

exponent varies smoothly and the scale reduction rate remains to be the local Lyapunov

exponent. However, even if the initial �eld is uniform, the di�erential growth, with the help

of coordinate contraction, still induces an exponential scale reduction.

The observation of increasingly �ne structures in chaotic, high magnetic Reynolds num-

ber ows, is widely reported in numerical simulations. It is generally thought that within

the kinematic dynamo approximation, the kinematic magnetic �elds would concentrate on

a fractal set in space in the limit of Rm !1 and t!1: The most notable analysis in sup-

port of this is due to Ott, et al [12]. More speci�cally, these authors showed that a magnetic

�eld, stretched according to the two dimensional baker's map and folded back in a reinforc-

ing manner with the help of �eld line cutting, would concentrate on a fractal set in a two

dimensional space in the limit of t!1: Although this analysis is illuminating, particularly

for understanding the long time limit of the idealized, so-called Stretch-twist-fold kinematic

dynamo model, it does su�er from two unphysical assumptions. First, the two dimensional

baker's map, like other hyperbolic systems, can not be reduced from a physically realisable

ow. Second, �eld line cutting is an unphysical operation due to the absence of magnetic

monopole. Since unphysical assumptions could lead to unphysical results, more rigorous

analysis without these unphysical assumptions is clearly desirable.

Our analysis removes the constraints of the two unphysical assumptions, and also has

a di�erent emphasis. We will try to understand the time evolution of how structures and

anisotropies develop in a conducting ow, and what determines the time evolution, as sup-

posed to the time asymptotic limits of the kinematic approximation. The knowledge of the

�eld and current distribution also allows us to study the e�ect of resistive di�usion and the
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back reaction of the Lorenz force, i.e. the breakdown of the kinematic approximation. Both

the characteristic directions of the Lagrangian ow trajectory and the �nite time Lyapunov

exponent are shown to be the central concepts that relate the ow to the magnetic �eld

evolution. Unlike many authors in the past [13], we go beyond merely using �nite time

Lyapunov exponents as a statistical quantity to characterize transport. We will, for the

�rst time, use the spatial and temporal dependence of the �nite time Lyapunov exponent

to rigorously examine the spatial and temporal evolution of the magnetic �eld and current

distribution. We discovered [14,15] that the �nite time Lyapunov exponent can be described

by two convergence functions with drastically di�erent properties. The strongly anisotropic

behavior of the convergence functions for the �nite time Lyapunov exponent, is found to

be crucial to understand the spatial structures of the �eld and current distribution. This is

clearly demonstrated in the discussions which weigh the relative importance of coordinate

contraction and di�erential growth for scale reduction in section III.

The main body of the paper is organized as follows. The mathematical background

for the analysis is given in section II. In particular, section IIA gives an interpretation of

Oseledec's multiplicative ergodic theory [20] in terms of a mapping between Lagrangian and

Eulerian coordinates. The characteristic directions that describe the spatial anisotropies in

both Lagrangian and Eulerian frames, are introduced in section IIB, along with some basic

calculus of coordinate transformations. Section IIC summarizes some of the generic features

of the local or �nite time Lyapunov exponents, with an emphasis on its spatial variation.

Two special cases of the magnetic �eld evolution problem, the ideal evolution in three

dimensions and the non-ideal evolution in two dimensions, are then presented. One is the

ideal evolution in three dimensions, the other is the non-ideal evolution of a two dimensional

�eld. The ideal case, section III, is intended to illustrate the small scale �eld structures. The

non-ideal case, section IV, is to demonstrate the time scale and the magnitude of Ohmic

dissipation. Ohmic heating in a chaotic plasma naturally concentrates in either �laments,

ribbon, or sheets, and the condition that determines which of these forms occurs is given in

section V. The competition between �eld growth, Ohmic dissipation, and the back-reaction
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of the Lorentz force, is discussed in section VI. The preferred direction of the Lorentz force

is also pointed out there.

II. THE ANISOTROPIES OF LAGRANGIAN CHAOS

A. Lagrangian chaos in Lagrangian coordinates

The trajectory x(�; t) of a ow point starting from position � at initial time is followed

by integrating

�@x
@t

�
�
= v(x; t): (2)

With the typical choice of x(�; t = 0) = �; � is known as the Lagrangian coordinates in uid

mechanics. The practical de�nition of chaos, i.e., the sensitive dependence of the �nal state

[x(�; t)] on its initial condition [�], can be interpreted in terms of a mapping between the

Lagrangian coordinates � and the ordinary position vector x in Eulerian frame through the

functional relationship x(�; t); which is obtained by integrating equation (2).

The chaotic behavior is quantitatively described by the exponential rate at which an

initial error or displacement is ampli�ed over time. This information is given by the metric

tensor of the Lagrangian coordinates, a point that can be seen by expressing the di�erential

distance in the Eulerian frame (dl)2 = dx � dx in Lagrangian coordinates using the chain

rule,

(dl)2 = dx � dx =
X
i

@x

@�i
d�

i �
X
j

@x

@�j
d�

j =
X
ij

gijd�
i
d�

j
;

with gij � (@x=@�i) � (@x=@�j) the metric tensor of the Lagrangian coordinates. The matrix

inverse of gij ; which is gij � r�i � r�j; is also called the metric tensor of the Lagrangian

coordinates. The two representations of the metric tensor are associated with the freedom

of expressing an arbitrary vector A in either covariant representation A =
P

iAir�i or

contravariant representation A =
P
A

i(@x=@�i):

The description of the kinematics of chaos in Lagrangian coordinates becomes obvious

once the metric tensor of the Lagrangian coordinates gij is interpreted using the language of
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dynamical systems as the Oseledec matrix �ij of Oseledec's multiplicative ergodic theorem

[20,19].

Since gij is a positive de�nite and symmetric matrix, it can be diagonalized with positive

eigenvalues and real eigenvectors,

gij = �leiej + �mmimj + �ssisj; (3)

with the three eigenvalues �l � �m � �s > 0: The metric tensor determines the distance

between neighboring ow points, so this tensor determines the three (�nite time or local)

Lyapunov exponents,

�l(�; t) �
ln�l

2t
; �m(�; t) �

ln�m

2t
; �s(�; t) �

ln�s

2t
; (4)

which are functions of both position and time. A ow is chaotic if the largest Lyapunov

exponent �l has a non-zero limit as time goes to in�nity. Otherwise it is said to be integrable.

Chaotic motion of a ow point is said to be of Lagrangian nature in that 1] it is most easily

interpreted as a mapping between the Lagrangian coordinates and the ordinary position

vector in Eulerian frame, and 2] the kinematics of chaos, most notably the local Lyapunov

exponents [see equation (4)] and the characteristic (un)stable directions [see section (IIB)],

are naturally de�ned as functions of the Lagrangian coordinates (initial conditions). The

physical observable, like the magnetic �eld, induced current density, and Ohmic heating,

however, are usually followed in an Eulerian frame. The theory of coordinate transformations

provides the link that relates the Eulerian physical observable to the kinematics of chaos in

Lagrangian coordinates, which is the main focus of this paper.

B. Lagrangian and Eulerian characteristic directions for the anisotropic transport

As we will show, the magnetic �eld in a chaotic ow evolves remarkably di�erently in the

various characteristic directions of the ow. Here we introduce the characteristic directions

that will be required to calculate quantities such as the magnetic ux concentration, the
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current channel, and the Ohmic heating in the magnetic �eld evolution problem. The basic

theory of general coordinates, upon which the later sections will be heavily drawn, are also

outlined here. As the title of the section suggests, two sets of characteristic directions, one in

Lagrangian frame and the other in the Eulerian frame, will be introduced. The construction

of characteristic directions in Eulerian frame is based on their Lagrangian counterparts, so

we will start with the eigenvectors of the metric tensor of the Lagrangian coordinates.

The real eigenvectors of the matrix gij ; equation (3), de�nes two sets of vectors: three

orthonormal vectors ê � feig; m̂ � fmig; ŝ � fsig in Lagrangian frame and three orthogonal

vectors e � eir�i;m � mir�i; s � sir�i in Eulerian frame. The orthonormal vectors ê; m̂; ŝ

in Lagrangian frame have well-de�ned time-asymptotic limits that are generally position

dependent, ê1(�) = fe1i (�)g; m̂1(�) = fm1i (�)g; ŝ1(�) = fs1i (�)g: In the case of �1l =

��1s > 0 and �1m = 0; neighboring points diverge (converge) exponentially in time if initially

separated along ê1 (̂s1) direction, but their distance varies at most algebraically in time

if initially separated along the m̂1 direction. The convergence of ê; m̂; ŝ to their time

asymptotic limits ê1; m̂1; ŝ1 is usually exponential in chaotic regions. In the case of a two

dimensional divergence-free chaotic ow, one can write [14]

ê / ê1 + (�=�)̂s1; ŝ / ŝ1 � (�=�)ê1; (5)

with � � 1 the eigenvalue of the metric tensor and � an algebraic function measuring the

convergence rate.

The contravariant representation of the metric tensor, gij � r�i � r�j ; is the matrix

inverse of gij and has the diagonal form, gij = ��1l E
i
E

j + ��1m M
i
M

j + ��1s S
i
S
j
: The

eigenvectors of the matrix g
ij are exactly the same as those of gij ; so the orthonormal

vectors Ê � fEig; M̂ � fM ig; Ŝ � fSig in Lagrangian frame are identical to ê; m̂; ŝ: The

orthogonal vectors E � E
i
@x=@�i;M � M

i
@x=@�i;S � S

i
@x=@�i in Eulerian frame are

parallel to e;m; s:

Using the time asymptotic limits s1i (�) and E
i
1
(�) one can construct three new orthog-

onal vectors in Eulerian frame,
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S � s
1

i r�i; E � E
i
1
@x=@�i; M� S � E: (6)

The vectors e(E);m(M); s(S) converge exponentially to E;M; and S in directions. The

three vector directions as given by fê1; m̂1; ŝ1g in Lagrangian frame and fE ;M;Sg in Eu-

lerian frame are useful to understand the extreme spatial anisotropy of the chaotic transport

of a scalar or vector �eld. Along with the �nite time Lyapunov exponents, they determine

much of the physics of magnetic �eld evolution.

Next we give two explicit demonstrations that are helpful to those who wish to reproduce

the details of the calculations in the later sections. In particular, we show how quantities in

Eulerian frame are related to those expressions in Lagrangian coordinates. For example the

inner product of E with itself is

E �E = E
i
@x=@�i � Ej

@x=@�j

= E
i
gijE

j

= E
i(�leiej + �mmimj + �ssisj)E

j

= �l; (7)

which grows exponentially in time for a chaotic ow. A common expression that will be

evaluated in later sections is of the form E � rf with f some function of position. By the

chain rule, one has

rf = (@f=@�i)r�i:

The orthogonal relation

@x

@�i
� r�j = Æ

j
i

is another trivial result of the chain rule. Combining these two, one �nds

E � rf = E
i
1
(@x=@�i) � (@f=@�j)r�j

= E
i
1
Æ
j
i (@f=@�

j)

= E
i
1
(@f=@�i)

= ê1 � r0f; (8)
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where r0 denotes a gradient in Lagrangian coordinates.

C. Properties of the local Lyapunov exponents

The local Lyapunov exponents are de�ned in equation (4) through the metric tensor of

the Lagrangian coordinates, which are properties of the ow �eld alone. In other words,

once the ow �eld is speci�ed, the local Lyapunov exponents are completely determined, as

functions of the initial position (i.e. the Lagrangian coordinates) and time. Although an

explicit calculation is required for a quantitative understanding, there are generic features

for the local Lyapunov exponents that are independent of the particular form of the ow

�eld.

The simplest case, where the local Lyapunov exponents are spatially independent con-

stants, occurs only for purely hyperbolic systems. An example is the Arnold's cat map. All

physically relevant chaotic systems found to date have non-hyperbolic points in which case

the local Lyapunov exponent varies signi�cantly over space and time. In the time asymp-

totic limit, the local Lyapunov exponent converges to the in�nite time Lyapunov exponent,

which is a constant for a given ergodic region. The spatial and time dependence of the local

Lyapunov exponent are contained in the so-called convergence functions of the expressions

for the local Lyapunov exponents.

With exponential accuracy, the �nite time Lyapunov exponent is characterized by two

convergence functions ~�(�) and f(�; t) [14,15]

�(�; t) = ~�(�)=t + f(�; t)=
p
t+ �

1

; (9)

where �1 is the in�nite time Lyapunov exponent, i.e.

lim
t!1

�(�; t) = �
1

: (10)

The �rst term in equation (9) vanishes as t!1 since ~�(�) is a function of position alone.

Equation (10) then implies that f(�; t) is bounded by
p
t so

lim
t!1

f(�; t)=
p
t = 0:
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An analytical argument for this decomposition of the convergence functions was given in

reference [14] for a two dimensional divergence-free ow. Numerical evidence was provided

for three dimensional systems in reference [15].

The spatial anisotropy of the convergence functions plays a large role in determining

the anisotropies of the magnetic �eld evolution in a chaotic plasma ow. Since the local

Lyapunov exponent and the convergence functions are functions of Lagrangian coordinates,

the anisotropies will be explained using the characteristic directions in Lagrangian frame.

As we will show, the spatial anisotropies in Eulerian frame are straightforwardly related to

the spatial anisotropies of the local Lyapunov exponents in Lagrangian frame.

The �rst characteristic direction we will consider is the ŝ1; the so-called stable direction

along which neighboring point converge exponentially in time. Both convergence functions

are well-behaved along this direction, so is the variation of the local Lyapunov exponent. In

particular, f(�; t) does not vary along this direction,

ŝ1 � r0f(�; t) = 0:

The variation of ~�(�) along the ŝ1 direction is smooth and related to the divergence of ŝ1;

[14,15]

ŝ1 � r0
~�(�) +r0 � ŝ1 = 0: (11)

Another way to look at equation (11) is that the vector �eld e
~�(�)ŝ1(�) is divergence-free,

which itself may be described by a Hamiltonian [21]. The smoothness of ŝ1 implies that

~�(�) is a smooth function of position.

It is actually more widely known that the local Lyapunov exponent varies wildly over

space and time, which makes the smooth variation along the ŝ1 a counter-intuitive result.

The requirement for �(�; t) to vary wildly comes from the fact that the higher spatial deriva-

tives of the Jacobian (or the metric tensor of the Lagrangian coordinates), or equivalently

the local Lyapunov exponent, can be used to de�ne the most positive in�nite time Lyapunov

exponents of a smooth dynamical system (see, for example, reference [16]). That is to say:
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lim
t!1

ln(r0�)
2

2t
= �

1
: (12)

The ŝ1 component of r0� certainly does not satisfy equation (12). The ê1 component of

r0� has to satisfy equation (12) since it is the least constrained direction. The m̂1 compo-

nent of r0� may or may not satisfy equation (12), as suggested by numerical calculations.

This uncertainty plays a large role in determining the natural state of the concentration for

the magnetic �eld and current heating, which includes �laments, ribbon, and sheets. Since

~�(�) is a smooth function of position and r0
~�(�) does not depend on time, it is f(�; t) that

describes the wild spatial variation of the local Lyapunov exponent.

III. IDEAL EVOLUTION OF A MAGNETIC FIELD

Within the framework of MHD, the evolution of a magnetic �eld embedded in a moving

plasma is described by the induction equation, equation (1). For a high temperature plasma

the resistivity � is small. Hence for times less than a di�usion time (to be speci�ed later)

the temporal behavior of the magnetic �eld resembles an ideal evolution

@B=@t = r� (v �B):

It has been shown [17,18] that in Lagrangian coordinates, the vector potential of this �eld is

A =
P
Ai(�)r�i: The covariant components of the vector potential, Ai(�); are independent

of time in Lagrangian coordinates. By taking the curl of the vector potential to obtain the

magnetic �eld B and the curl of the magnetic �eld to obtain the current density j; one �nds

that the scalar quantities B2
; j

2
; and j �B can be evaluated given the initial magnetic �eld

B(x; 0) and the metric tensor of the Lagrangian coordinates [18]. For example,

B
2 =

X
b
i(�)gijb

j(�)=J2
; (13)

�
2
0j

2 =
X

[
@

@�n
�
inm gml

J
b
l][

@

@�p
�
jpq gqk

J
b
k]
gij

J2
; (14)

�0j �B =
X

[
@

@�n
�
inm gml

J
b
l]
gij

J2
b
j
: (15)
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Here J is the Jacobian of the Lagrangian coordinates (J2 = kgijk), �0 is the permeability

of free space, and bi(�) =
P
�
ijk(@Ak=@�

j): The quantities bi(�) are just the three Cartesian

components of the initial magnetic �eld using the initial condition for Lagrangian coordinates

x(�; 0) = �:

In a region where the ow is chaotic (�1l > 0), both the magnetic energy and the induced

current density increase exponentially in time

B
2 = (B0 � ê1)2�l +O(�m)

� (B0 � ê1)2 exp(2�lt); (16)

�
2
0j

2 = �3
l (B0 � ê1)2[ê1 � (r0 � ê1)]

2 +O(e4�lt)

/ exp(6�lt): (17)

The leading term in the current density has no dependence on the spatial derivative of the

initial magnetic �eld with respect to Lagrangian coordinates, but the next order terms do

include terms of that kind, see appendix A for detail. The induced current density tends to

align with the magnetic �eld in a chaotic ow since

�0j �B = �2
l (B0 � ê1)2[ê1 � (r0 � ê1)] +O(�l)

which implies (j �B)2=j2B2 � 1 + exp(�2�lt): The alignment of the magnetic �eld and the

current density is fundamentally dependent on the ow being truly three dimensional, which

means that ê1 �r0� ê1 does not identically vanish. For a two dimensional ow of the form

v = ẑ�r (x; y; t); ê1 is con�ned to the x-y plane and r� ê1 lies along the ẑ axis. Hence

ê1 � r0 � ê1 identically vanishes and the current ows along the ẑ direction (j ? B) with

the leading terms in j2 of time dependence exp(4�lt); see appendix A.

The exact spatial decomposition of the magnetic �eld and the current density requires the

knowledge of vectors E;M;S; the Eulerian frame correspondences of vectors ê1; m̂1; ŝ1; see

section IIB for precise de�nitions. The contravariant representation of an ideally evolving

magnetic �eld is

B =
1

J

X
i

b
i(�)

@x

@�i
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with bi �P
jk �

ijk
@Ak=@�

j
: This expression is equivalent to the Cauchy solution to the ideal

induction equation. The spatial decomposition of B can be found by dotting B with the

characteristic directions in the Eulerian frame.

The magnetic �eld lies essentially along the E direction in the Eulerian frame or the real

space,

Be �
E �B
jEj � (B0 � ê1)

q
�l; (18)

Bm �
M �B
jMj � (B0 � m̂1)

q
�m; (19)

Bs �
S �B
jSj � (B0 � ŝ1)

q
�s; (20)

since
p
�l = e

�lt �
p
�m = e

�mt �
p
�s = e

�st for �l > �m > �s:

The current density has a similar spatial anisotropy. It suÆces to note here that je /

e
3�t � jm / e

2�t
: The exact time dependence of the S component js can be either / e

�t

or / e
2�t
; depending on whether m̂1 � r0�(�; t) exponentiates in time or not. The detailed

form of the current distribution will be considered in section V.

As time progresses, the magnetic �eld develops structures of di�erent spatial scales along

the E;M; and S directions. The gradient of the magnetic pressure along S direction is

S � rB2

jSj =
ŝ1 � r0B

2

p
�s

+O(��1=2s )

=
B

2

p
�s

2ŝ1 � r0(�lt) +
B

2

p
�s

� ŝ1 � r0[(B0 � ê1)2]
(B0 � ê1)2

+O(��1=2s ): (21)

As before, r0 denotes gradient in the Lagrangian frame. Hence the magnetic pressure

develops an exponentially decreasing spatial scale (�s < 0) along the S lines,

ls �
hS � rB2

jSjB2

i
�1
� l

0
s exp(�st): (22)

The exact contribution for l0s

l
0
s = f2ŝ1 � r0(�lt) +

ŝ1 � r0[(B0 � ê1)2]
(B0 � ê1)2

g�1 (23)
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requires some clari�cation. The expressions in Lagrangian coordinates (frame) clarify two

separate mechanisms for scale reduction of the magnetic �eld. The �rst is coordinate con-

traction, which is represented by the second term in equation (23). The other one comes

from di�erential growth, which corresponds to the �rst term in equation (23). The two

mechanisms are of comparable importance, or equivalently speaking, the two terms in equa-

tion (23) are of the same order only because the �nite time Lyapunov exponent varies

smoothly along the ŝ1 direction so ŝ1 � r0�lt does not have a time dependence. Physically

the second term (coordinate contraction) describes the contribution from an initial �eld

distribution with spatial variation. The �rst term (di�erential growth) is the contribution

from the ow alone. The obvious explanation is that a general chaotic ow with �l spatially

non-uniform can generate spatially non-uniform magnetic �eld even for a uniform initial

seed �eld. A less obvious point is that �l does not vary wildly in the ŝ1 direction so this

contribution does not overshadow the second term. For example, had ŝ1 � r0(�lt) behaved

as ê1 � r0(�lt) does, ls would have a time dependence of exp(�s � �l)t: This is a point that

has not been clari�ed in the literature.

Three limiting cases can occur. The �rst is that both �l and B0 � ê1 are independent of

position, then the magnetic �eld can never develop exponentially decreasing spatial scales.

The second case is that only �l is independent of position, then the �eld structures shrink

exponentially in time (e�st) due to the converging Lagrangian trajectories bringing neigh-

boring magnetic �eld of di�erent magnitude exponentially close along the ŝ1 direction, the

so-called coordinate contraction factor. The third case is that the initial magnetic �eld is

spatially uniform so coordinate contraction makes no contribution, the small scale structures

for the magnetic �eld come from the (smooth) spatial variation of �l along the ŝ1 direction,

the so-called di�erential growth factor.

The �eld line lies basically along the E direction and naturally has the least spatial struc-

ture in this direction. The usual pictorial analysis says that Lagrangian trajectories carrying

di�erentBs are exponentially separating apart in the ê1 direction so the characteristic scale

of the �eld should increase exponentially in time. An exact calculation shows this is not
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the case in general after taking into account the spatial variation of the local Lyapunov

exponent. To leading order,

E � rB2

jEjB2
=
ê1 � r0(B0 � ê1)
e�lt(B0 � ê1)

+
ê1 � r0(2�lt)

e�lt
:

The �rst term is the familiar contribution from the exponentially divergence of neighboring

trajectories, which can be analogously called coordinate dilation. It becomes exponentially

small in time. Except for the special case where �l is independent of position, the second

term, the di�erential growth factor, overtakes the �rst term in determining the spatial

structures of the �eld along the E direction. The reason is that ê1�r0(�lt) has an exponential

time dependence. That is, to leading order, the characteristic scale in the E direction is given

by

le �
hE � rB2

jEjB2

i
�1
�

p
�l

2ê1 � r(�lt)
: (24)

The time evolution of the spatial scale of the magnetic �eld along the E direction has an

algebraic dependence in time due to the fact that

lim
t!1

ln[ê1 � r(�t)]2=2t = �
1
;

which is generally true for ow �elds with smooth spatial gradients [16]. In general one has
p
�l

ê1 � r(�lt)
/ t

q
: (25)

If q < 0; the spatial structure of the magnetic �eld along the E direction becomes ever �ner.

If q > 0; the spatial structure of the magnetic �eld along the E lines tends to diminish under

chaotic advection. A ow �eld with q � 0 could be favorable for sustaining a magnetic

dynamo.

The leading order terms that describes the time evolution of the spatial scales of the

magnetic �eld along theM direction has a similar breakdown as before. There is one term

associated with the initial gradient of the magnetic �eld, and there is another term account

for the spatial variation of the local Lyapunov exponent. Written out explicitly,

M�rB2

jMjB2
=
m̂1 � r0(B0 � ê1)p

�m(B0 � ê1)
+
m̂1 � r0(2�lt)p

�m

:
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In the most general case, �m � ln�m=2t can be any real number since even for a divergence-

free ow the most stringent constraint is for �l + �m + �s = 0: Usually �l > 0 for a chaotic

ow and �s < 0 so as to be practically relevant. For a time-independent ow, �1m always

vanishes, but the same is not always true if the ow �eld has a time dependence.

The spatial gradient of the initial magnetic �eld plays less a role in determining the

time evolution of the �eld structure if �m is positive. This case is similar to that of the

E direction, in that the second term always dominates the �rst term in determining the

time asymptotic behavior of the �eld structure. Equivalently speaking, di�erential growth

rather than coordinate dilation plays the more important role if �m > 0: In making this

statement, we have assumed that the variation of the local Lyapunov exponent along the

second unstable direction (m̂1 associated with a �m > 0) is not smooth and m̂1 � r0(2�lt)

has an exponential time dependence. Although a proof is not available, we �nd it to be

the most plausible scenario, since otherwise one arrives at the peculiar result that the �eld

structures would atten out at an exponential rate, a case that is not even true for the most

unstable direction E:

If �1m is less than zero, the ow has two contracting directions and one expanding direc-

tion. The �eld scale along the second stable direction (m̂1 with �1m < 0) has qualitatively

the same behavior as that of ls along ŝ1; the primary stable (contracting) direction. Both

the coordinate contraction and di�erential growth contribute to an exponential decay in lm;

so a uniform initial �eld would still develop exponentially �ner structure in space unless

�l is independent of position, an event of little practical relevance. The exponential rate

at which lm decays provides �nal information in determining the three dimensional spatial

structures of the �eld distribution. Two factors require consideration. The magnitude of

�m in comparison with �s and whether m̂1 � r0�lt has an exponential time dependence.

Similar as the conjecture made earlier, we expect that �l vary smoothly along the second

stable direction m̂1: Then the only deciding factor is the relative magnitude of �s and �m:

Unless �s = �m; in which case ls � lm / exp(�st) so �elds concentrate in tubes, the strong

�eld appears in ribbons since ls / exp(�st)� lm / exp(�mt) for large t: These conclusions
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utilize the fact that le varies at most algebraically in time. It should also be noted that

these results come from the di�erential growth mechanism, and are independent whether

the initial �eld has a spatial dependence or not.

In a large class of ows such as the three dimensional time-independent ows, �1m strictly

vanishes. Hence �1m = 0 is a case of special interest. The characteristic direction m̂1

associated with �1m = 0 is usually called the center (manifold) direction. It is a direction

along which the separation between neighboring trajectories varies at most algebraically in

time, which means �m is an algebraic function in t if it has any time dependence at all. The

time dependence of m̂1 � r0(�lt) is diÆcult to generalize. Numerical calculation in some

cases has shown smooth variation of �l along m̂1 direction over large distance but there

are intermittent wild uctuations. The intermittence can be real, but numerical round-o�

can not be ruled out at this stage due to the delicacy of the calculation. There are three

main scenarios. If m̂1 � r0(�lt) varies algebraically in time, lm is comparable with le and

the magnetic �eld accumulates in sheets. If m̂1 �r0(�lt) / exp(�lt) the ux concentrates in

tubes since lm is now comparable with ls due to �s � ��l in a ow where r�v does not vary

exponentially. Otherwise, the �eld has a ribbon like concentration. It requires a dominant

contribution from the di�erential growth mechanism to achieve a tube or ribbon-like spatial

distribution if �1m = 0:

Although the characteristic scale of the magnetic �eld along the M direction decides

whether the �eld structure appears in tubes, ribbons, or sheets. It is the rich structure of the

magnetic �eld in the S direction that inevitably leads the magnetic �eld to have a fractal-like

spiky distribution in a chaotic dynamo [22]. The physical mechanisms responsible for the �ne

scales are the coordinate contraction that brings di�erent initial �elds close, and di�erential

growth that comes from the spatial variation of local Lyapunov exponent in a general ow.

The coordinate contraction mechanism is absent without an initial spatial gradient of the

seed �eld. But di�erential growth always presents for a smooth ow. The only reason that

the di�erential growth mechanism does not dominate the coordinate contraction mechanism

in generating small scale structures is because the �nite time Lyapunov exponent �l varies
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smoothly along the stable (contracting) direction (̂s1), in contrast to the wild variation along

the E direction. The ever �ner �eld concentration assures the importance of a small but

�nite resistivity.

IV. NONIDEAL EVOLUTION OF A MAGNETIC FIELD: 2D CASE

The competition between �eld growth and Ohmic dissipation has a clear resolution if

the system is restricted to two dimensions. Although the lack of time-asymptotic dynamo

action in two dimensions has a simple explanation, the characteristics of the solution were not

known from previous anti-dynamo theorems. In particular, the nature of resistive dissipation

was not known due to the lack of a full solution.

In this section we give a solution to the evolution of a two dimensional magnetic �eld

in a chaotic ow and illustrate the time scale and magnitude of the Ohmic dissipation.

We assume the initial magnetic energy is much smaller than the kinetic energy (speci�c

requirements are discussed in section VI), so the back reaction of the magnetic �eld on the

ow �eld can be neglected.

A two dimensional magnetic �eld can be represented by a scalar potential  ; i.e.,

B(x; y; t) = ẑ � r (x; y; t): Substituting this relation into the induction equation, one

obtains the advection-di�usion equation for  (x; y; t) which describes the magnetic �eld

evolution in two dimensions,

@ =@t+ v � r = (�=�0)r2
 :

The induced current density is given by the curl of the magnetic �eld

j = r�B = �r2
 ẑ

which strictly points in the ẑ direction. Hence j � B = 0 for two dimensional magnetic

evolution, which is clearly di�erent from the general three dimensional case as discussed in

the previous section. In a chaotic plasma ow, one �nds that

B
2 � B

2
0 exp(2�t) and �

2
0j

2 � (B0=L)
2 exp(4�t);
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and j �B = 0; j�B / exp(3�t) before the resistivity becomes important.

As shown in [14], the advection-di�usion equation is an ordinary di�usion equation with

a tensor di�usivity Dij � (�=�0)g
ij in Lagrangian coordinates,

@ 

@t
=

@

@�i
D

ij @

@�j
 :

For a two dimensional divergence-free ow as discussed here,

D
ij = (�=��0)êê+ (��=�0)̂sŝ

with � = exp 2�t > 1: The di�usion equation is simpli�ed in a natural Lagrangian coordinate

system (�-�) which can be de�ned as

ê1 = ar�; ŝ1 = br�; and ê1 = ẑ� ŝ1:

The Jacobian of the �-� coordinates is ab:

In natural Lagrangian coordinates �-�; the di�usion equation is [14]

@ 

@t
= � 1

ab

@

@�
(ab�)� 1

ab

@

@�
(ab�);

where � and � are the uxes in the � and � directions,


� = �Dee

a2

@ 

@�
� Des

ab

@ 

@�
;


� = �Des

ab

@ 

@�
� Dss

b2

@ 

@�
:

The di�usion coeÆcients are Dee � ê1 �
$

D � ê1;Dse � ŝ1 �
$

D � ê1; and Dss � ŝ1 �
$

D � ŝ1: For

� � 1; these coeÆcients satisfy the inequalities Dee � (�=�0)e
�2�t � Dse � ��(�=�0) �

Dss � (�=�0)e
2�t
: The evolution of a two dimensional magnetic �eld can be illustrated by

making the rough approximations that a = b = 1; � a constant, and � = 0 [� is de�ned

in equation (5) and it measures the convergence rate of the eigenvectors]. Then an initial

magnetic ux function  (t = 0) = c0(1 � cos k�)(1 � cos k�) relaxes as

 = c0f1 � exp[�(1� e
�2�t)=2
] cos k�gf1 � exp[�(e2�t� 1)=2
] cos k�g;
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with 
 � �0�=k
2
� since 1=k is the characteristic length scale. The magnetic �eld is then

given by

B
2 = r0 �

$

D � r0 = (@ =@�)2 exp(�2�t) + (@ =@�)2 exp(2�t)

with

@ 

@�
= c0fexp[�(1� e�2�t)=2
]k sin k�gf1� exp[�(e2�t� 1)=2
] cos k�g;

@ 

@�
= c0f1 � exp[�(1� e

�2�t)=2
] cos k�gfexp[�(e2�t� 1)=2
]k sin k�g:

The two terms in B2 have completely di�erent time dependence,

(
@ 

@�
)2e�2�t = c

2
0k

2 sin2 k�f1 � exp[�(e2�t� 1)=2
] cos k�g2 exp[�1� exp(�2�t)



� 2�t];

(
@ 

@�
)2e2�t = c

2
0k

2 sin2 k�f1� exp[�(1� e
�2�t)=2
] cos k�g2 exp[�exp(2�t)� 1



+ 2�t]:

For t < ta � 1=� with ta � (ln 2
)=2� and 
 � �0�L
2
=�;

B
2 � (B0 � ê1)2 exp 2�t:

The magnetic �eld is dissipated away for a relatively short period 1=� centered on ta: This

is due to the Ohmic dissipation of the induced current,

�
2
0j

2 = [
@
2
 

@�@�
(e2�t � e

�2�t)2]2

= c
2
0k

4 sin2 k� sin2 k� h2(t) exp[�2h(t)=
]; (26)

with

h(t) = exp(2�t)� exp(�2�t):

SinceB / exp�t; j / exp 2�t; and j�B = 0; the Lorentz force on the ow grows exponentially

in time with jj�Bj / exp 3�t:

The production of heat by the Ohmic dissipation, �j2; is concentrated in a relatively short

time interval 1=�; which coincides with the diminution of the main magnetic energy. The

total energy dissipated is larger by a factor of 
 � �L
2
�0=� than the initial magnetic energy

R
(B2

0=2�0)d
3x: The additional energy comes from the ow during the advection period ta in
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which the �eld is frozen to the ow. In actuality, the �nite time Lyapunov exponent is not a

constant and an energetic plasma ow tends to generate complicated dissipative structures

given a small seed magnetic �eld. The spatial-temporal complexity of the Ohmic dissipation

is determined by the spatial-temporal dependence of the �nite time Lyapunov exponent.

V. RESISTIVE DISSIPATION: FILAMENTS AND SHEETS

In section III, it was shown that the ideal evolution of a magnetic �eld in a chaotic plasma

leads to an exponentially growing magnetic �eld and induced current density. This suggests

that a �nite resistivity, regardless of how small it might be, will be important and changes

the characteristics of the solution. In general, the magnetic �eld initially evolves ideally

and then dissipation dominates the solution if the plasma ow is chaotic. The heating, �j2;

is concentrated in the current channels at the end of an ideal evolution. The cut-o� time

for ideal evolution is approximated by �c = (ln 2
)=2j�j with 
 � �0j�jL2
=�: Since the

dimensionless number 
 is usually large (> 108), the magnetic �eld, which follows an ideal

evolution before ta; would have obtained extreme spatial anisotropy and �ne scales at the

onset of eÆcient Ohmic dissipation ta: For the same reason, the spatial distribution of the

Ohmic dissipation can be learned by following the ideal evolution of the induced current

density, which is given by the curl of the magnetic �eld.

In the case of a two dimensional magnetic �eld, the production of heat by the Ohmic

dissipation, �j2; is concentrated in a relatively short time interval 1=�; which coincides

with the dissipation of the main magnetic energy. The total energy dissipated is larger by

a factor of 
 � �L
2
�0=� than the initial magnetic energy

R
(B2

0=2�0)d
3x: The additional

energy comes from the ow during the advection period �c in which the �eld is frozen to the

ow.

In the general three dimensional case, the current tends to ow along the E direction,

just like the magnetic �eld. To see this, we note that the current density has the form

j =
X

j
i(@x=@�i)
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with

�0j
i =

X
jkl

�
ijk

J

@

@�j
[gkl

b
l(�)

J
]:

The E component of the current density is

je � j � E=jEj = �
�1
0 �

3=2
l (ê1 �B0)ê1 � r0 � ê1 +O(�l):

The S component of the current density is the smallest,

js � j�S=jSj = �
�1
0

q
�s�l[(ê1�B0)̂s1�r0�ê1�m̂1�r0(ê1�B0)�(ê1�B0)m̂1�r0(2�lt)]+O(�s);

where we have used the convention ê� m̂ = ŝ: TheM component of the current density is

jm � j�M=jMj = �
�1
0

q
�m�l(ê1�B0)[m̂1�r0�ê1+ŝ1�r0 ln(ê1�B0)+ŝ1�r0(2�lt)]+O(�m):

In the case that m̂1�r0(2�lt) does not have an exponential time dependence, the current

density obeys

je / e
3�lt � jm / e

2�lt+�mt � js / e
2�lt+�st

:

In a time-independent ow, �l � ��s � � > 0 and �m � 0; one has

je / e
3�t � jm / e

2�t � js / e
�t
:

If m̂1 � r0(�lt) / e
�lt; one �nds instead

je / e
3�t � jm � js / e

2�t
:

In either case, the natural state is for the induced current to align with the magnetic �eld.

The spatial scale of the current density distribution has strong anisotropy similar as the

magnetic �eld. To see this, we calculate the spatial scale of the current density distribution

along di�erent characteristic directions. We consider the general case that the ow is truly

three dimensional which means ê1 �r0� ê1 does not vanish. In this case, the leading order

contribution to j2 is �3
l (ê1 �B0)

2(ê1 � r0 � ê1)
2
: The gradient of j2 in the E direction is

E � rj2
jEj j2 =

6ê1 � r(�lt)p
�l

+O(e��lt): (27)
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The spatial scale along the E direction always has an algebraic dependence in time because

of ê1 � r0�lt / exp(�lt);

le �
hE � rj2
jEj j2

i
�1
�

p
�l

6ê1 � r(�lt)
� l

0
et

q
: (28)

Just like the magnetic �eld, the spatial scale of the current density distribution along the S

direction tends to diminish at an exponential rate (�s < 0),

ls �
hS � rj2
jSj j2

i
�1
� l

0
s exp(�st) (29)

with l0s determined by both the ow �eld and the initial magnetic �eld con�guration,

l
0
s = f 6ŝ1 � r0(�lt) + ŝ1 � r0 ln(B0 � ê1)2

+ ŝ1 � r0 ln(ê1 � r0 � ê1)
2g�1: (30)

The spatial scale along theM direction, in leading order, is

lm �
hM�rj2
jMj j2

i
�1

� f6(m̂1 � r0�lt) + m̂1 � r0 ln(B0 � ê1)2

+m̂1 � r0 ln(ê1 � r0 � ê1)
2g�1

q
�m: (31)

If the middle Lyapunov exponent is negative, lm is exponentially reduced similar as ls so

the current concentrates in elongated tubes or ribbon-like structures depending on the ratio

between �m and �s: When the middle Lyapunov exponent is positive, one expects that

m̂1�r0(�lt) has an exponential time dependence so current distribution will not be smoothed

out inde�nitely. In this case, the asymptotic form for lm is given by

lm �
exp(�mt)

m̂1 � r0(6�lt)
:

In the case that �1m vanishes, which is always true for a time-independent ow, �m varies

at most algebraically in time. lm varies algebraically in time if m̂1 �r0�lt does not blow up

exponentially in time. In that case, ls � lm � le; hence the Ohmic heating occurs in current
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sheets. On the other hand, if m̂1 �r0�lt grows exponentially in time, one �nds ls � lm � le

and the Ohmic heating occurs in current �laments.

In general, the di�erential growth r0(�lt) plays a dominant role in determining the

characteristic scales of the current (and magnetic �eld) distribution along the m̂1 and

ê1 directions, in comparison with the other factors such as coordinate contraction, which

operate only if the initial seed �eld has a spatial dependence. The current runs through

tube, sheet, or ribbon-like structures if conditions on (�l; �m; �s) and r0(�lt) are met in

a particular ow. The analysis of (�l; �m; �s) and r0(�lt) is straightforward once the ow

�eld is speci�ed. As a general result, we have found that r0(�lt) is well-behaved in the ŝ1

direction but ill-behaved in the ê1 direction (i.e. ê1 � r0(�lt) exponentiates in time). The

m̂1 � r0(�lt) requires a case-by-case examination.

It should be stressed that the onset of Ohmic heating has a large spread in time due to

the spatial variation of the local Lyapunov exponents. To understand the distribution of

Ohmic heating power as a function of time, one can convolute the time �c with the proper

probability distribution function of the �nite time Lyapunov exponents for any given ow

under consideration.

The di�erence between the distribution of the �nite time Lyapunov exponents and a

Gaussian distribution becomes smaller as one samples the �nite time Lyapunov exponent

at a longer interval (larger t0 in �(�; t0)). For large t0 (compared with the Lyapunov time),

the standard deviation of the distribution of the �nite time Lyapunov exponents scales as

1=
p
t0: This implies that if the plasma resistivity is smaller and the ow is more chaotic, the

histogram of the heating is closer to Gaussian statistics and the spread in time for the main

Ohmic heating is smaller.

Locations with peculiarly small �nite time Lyapunov exponents are barriers for the

Ohmic dissipation. These regions are where the ŝ lines make sharp bends (see reference

[14] for the two dimensional case, the three dimensional case is discussed in reference [15],

additional numerical evidence is also shown in reference [23]). The existence of transport

barriers in highly chaotic plasma ows implies the strong intermittence of the Ohmic dis-
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sipation of a magnetic �eld in a chaotic conducting uid. The parts of the chaotic region

with at ŝ lines will appear to be hot and dissipate most of the energy at the onset of the

rapid Ohmic dissipation due to the entangling of magnetic �eld lines, while the transport

barriers (regions with large ŝ line curvature) have low dissipation and remain dark. On a

longer time scale, the transport barrier is the location of strong dissipation and becomes

bright while the vast chaotic region is dark. This brightness can last signi�cantly longer

than the initial main burst of Ohmic dissipation in the chaotic region. A transport barrier

in the chaotic region can be easily distinguished from the regular Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser

(KAM) islands since the Ohmic dissipation in the regular islands is on a much longer time

scale. The regular islands are always dark on the time scale in which the transport barrier

in a chaotic region lives and dies, i.e. from dark to bright and then back to dark again.

VI. BACK REACTION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD ON THE FLOW

To solve the magnetic �eld evolution problem self-consistently, one has to consider the

back reaction of the magnetic �eld on the plasma ow �eld [9]. There are a number of unique

features of this back reaction if the ow is chaotic. We will �rst examine the two dimensional

case which admits a clear long time solution to the non-ideal magnetic �eld evolution just

like the two dimensional passive scalar problem (section IV or reference [14]). Although a

similar solution to the non-ideal evolution of a general three dimensional magnetic �eld in

a chaotic ow is not available, the back reaction on the ow has generic features which can

be related to the spatial and temporal dependence of the �nite time Lyapunov exponents.

There are essentially two issues. The �rst is whether the back reaction on the ow �eld is

important before the Ohmic dissipation removes the magnetic energy (in two dimensions) or

suppress the transient growth of the magnetic �eld (as could happen in three dimensions).

If the back reaction does become important before dissipation, then the second issue is to

resolve the e�ects of the Lorentz force on the ow �eld.

The magnetic �eld a�ects the ow �eld through the Lorentz force j�B on the plasma.
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In the two dimensional case, B = ẑ �r (x; y; t) and j = �r2
 ẑ: Hence the magnitude of

the Lorentz force is the product of the magnitudes of the current density and the magnetic

�eld,

jj�Bj = jB � (B2
0=L) exp(3�t):

This force should be compared with the convective force �v2=L; where � is the density of

the media and L is the characteristic scale of the ow. The back reaction of the magnetic

�eld on the plasma ow is negligible if the Lorentz force is much smaller than the convective

force which drives the initial ow �eld. This is satis�ed for time t < tb with

tb � (1=3�) ln(�k=�m0 ): (32)

where �k is the kinetic energy density �v2=2 and �m0 is the initial magnetic energy density

B
2
0=2�0: The back reaction of the magnetic �eld on the plasma ow with �nite resistivity is

negligible if tb > �c � (ln 2
)=2� with 
 � �0�l
2
=�; i.e.,


 < (�k=�m0 )
2=3
: (33)

If 
 > (�k=�m0 )
2=3
; the e�ect of the back reaction of the magnetic �eld on the plasma ow

will be important, and the ow �eld will be modi�ed before the Ohmic dissipation removes

the magnetic energy. For t < �c; the exponentially growing magnetic �eld lies along the Ê

direction of the ow, Be � (B0 � ê1) exp(�t)� Bs � (B0 � ŝ1) exp(��t): Since the current

density strictly lies along the ẑ direction, j = �r2
 ẑ; the Lorentz force points at the S

direction. Since r2
 / exp(2�t); the S component of the Lorentz force is

(j�B) � S=jSj = Ber2
 / exp(3�t):

The E component of the Lorentz force is much smaller with

(j�B) � E=jEj = �Bsr2
 / exp(�t):

Since

[(j�B) � S=jSj]
[j�B � E=jEj] / exp(2�t);
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the Lorentz force primarily applies along the S line of the ow.

The primary di�erence between the two dimensional case and the generic three dimen-

sional magnetic �eld evolution is the alignment of the induced current density and the

magnetic �eld in three dimensions. It was shown in section III that the magnetic �eld

B =
P
b
i(@x=@�i) is along the E direction, Be � B � E=jEj � (B0 � ê1) exp�t � Bm �

B � M=jMj � B0 � m̂1 � Bs � B � Ŝ=jŜj = (B0 � ŝ1) exp(��t): The current density

j =
P
j
i(@x=@�i) with

�0j
i =

X
jkl

(�ijk=J)@=@�j[gklb
l(�)=J ]

also lies along the E direction, as shown in section III. As a consequence of the alignment

between B and j; the Lorentz force still scales exp(3�lt); just as the two dimensional case,

despite B / e
�lt and j / e

3�lt.

The spatial breakdown of the Lorentz force can be illustrated with the class of time-

independent ows. In such ows, the orientation of the Lorentz force depends on the spatial

variation of the �nite time Lyapunov exponent along the m̂1 direction. If the �nite time

Lyapunov exponent has a gradient along theM direction which varies algebraically in time,

the Lorentz force points at the S direction with

fs � (j�B) � S=jSj = jeBm � jmBe / exp(3�t); (34)

fm � (j�B) �M=jMj = jsBe � jeBs / exp(2�t); (35)

fe � (j�B) � E=jEj = jmBs � jsBm / exp(�t): (36)

If the �nite time Lyapunov exponent develops an exponentially increasing gradient along

the m̂1 direction, one �nds fs � fm / exp(3�t) � fe / exp�t; i.e., the Lorentz force lies

in the (M;S) plane. It is interesting to note that the magnetic �eld evolution in the �rst

case leads to the formation of current sheets, while in the second case it generates current

�laments.
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VII. SUMMARY

The natural evolution of a magnetic �eld embedded in a chaotic conducting ow is to

develop small scale structures with extreme spatial anisotropy, which typically take the

form of �laments, ribbons, and sheets. For a turbulent background ow, the small scale

structures of the magnetic �eld and induced current density may be attributed to the small

scale structures of the turbulent ow velocity �eld itself. The same can not be said for

nonintegrable smooth laminar ows. Instead the explanation is found in the kinematics

of the chaotic Lagrangian trajectories of the ow. It is the spatial anisotropy of the �nite

time or local Lyapunov exponents along the various characteristic (un)stable directions, that

causes the complicated structures for the magnetic �eld evolution.

The local Lyapunov exponent and the characteristic (un)stable directions are naturally

de�ned as functions of Lagrangian coordinates and time, in the same spirit as chaos of

ow trajectory means sensitive dependence on initial position (Lagrangian coordinates).

The spatial dependence of the local Lyapunov exponent is described by two convergence

functions ~�(�) and f(�; t): The �rst one ~�(�) is entirely determined by the geometry of

the stable foliation (the ŝ1 lines) and is a well-behaved smooth function of position alone.

f(�; t) is the one that has a strong spatial anisotropy. It does not vary along the ŝ1 direction,

but develops exponentially increasing gradient (in time) along the most unstable direction

ê1: The property of f(�; t) along the m̂1; the direction along which the middle Lyapunov

exponent �m (e.g. �1m = 0 for a time-independent ow) resides, is not unique. Whether

f(�; t) develops exponentially growing spatial gradient in this direction helps determine the

exact form of the small scale structures, �laments, ribbons, or sheets.

We have identi�ed three orthogonal directions [S; E;M; as de�ned in equation (6)] in

the Eulerian frame or real space that characterize the spatial anisotropy of the physical

observable such as the magnetic �eld, induced current density, and the Lorentz force. For a

chaotic plasma ow with a high magnetic Reynolds number, the initial stage of the magnetic

�eld evolution is ideal and an initial small seed �eld grows exponentially in time, so does
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the induced current density except at an rate two times faster than the magnetic �eld. The

induced current tends to align with the magnetic �eld, and both of them point along the

E direction. This is also the direction along which the �eld and the current have the least

structure. At the same time, both the magnetic �eld and the induced current density develop

exponentially decreasing spatial scales in the S direction, which is transverse to the mag-

netic ux and current ow. The Lorentz force primarily acts along the S direction, which is

transverse to the �lament or sheets where magnetic ux and induced current concentrate.

This is also the direction along with neighboring ow points converge exponentially in time.

In other words, the Lorentz force primarily counter-acts the convective force (e.g. the pres-

sure gradient) that squeezes neighboring ow points together. Consequently it suppresses

Lagrangian chaos and regularizes the ow.
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APPENDIX A: THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPRESSION FOR THE CURRENT

DENSITY

We will work with the divergence-free ow case so the Jacobian of the Lagrangian co-

ordinates is unity. The more general case has a similar expression. First we consider the

expression

@

@�n
�
inm gml

J
b
l
;

which is equal to

@

@�n
f�inm[�lem(ê �B0) + �mmm(m̂ �B0) + �ssm (̂s �B0)]g;

upon substituting the diagonal form of the metric tensor. In compact vector algebra form,

the above expression is the ith component of the curl

r0 � [�l(ê �B0)ê+ �m(m̂ �B0)m̂+ �s (̂s �B0)̂s]:
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The full expression for �20j
2 is then

�
2
0j

2 = r0�[�l(ê �B0)ê+ �m(m̂ �B0)m̂+ �s(̂s �B0)̂s]

� (�lêê+ �mm̂m̂+ �sŝŝ)

� r0 � [�l(ê �B0)ê+ �m(m̂ �B0)m̂+ �s(̂s �B0)̂s]: (A1)

The leading order term is

�3
l (ê �B0)

2(ê � r� ê)2;

which has a time dependence of exp 6�lt with �l > 0 in a chaotic region of the ow. The

leading order would identically vanish throughout space if ê � r0 � ê = 0 strictly holds. In

the long time limit, that corresponds to ê1 � r0 � ê1 = 0:

The next order term has the form

�m�
2
l [(ê �B0)̂s � r0(2�lt) + ŝ � r0(ê �B0) + (ê �B0)m̂ � r0 � ê]2;

which has the time dependence of exp(4�lt+2�mt): In making this statement we have invoke

the result that ŝ1 � r0(�lt) is a function of position alone, or ŝ � r0(�lt) has a very weak

time dependence for large t:

There is one more term that might be of comparable magnitude if m̂ � r0(�lt) has an

exponential time dependence,

�s�
2
l [m̂ � r0(2�lt)]

2(ê �B0)
2
:

The hope is for �s[m̂ � r0(2�lt)]
2 � �m which is obviously true if m̂ � r0(2�lt) / exp(�lt):
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